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ABSTRACT: Success and failure is the Part of the life but a devoted management know to change the failure 

in to success. Project Planning and Management is key framework for successful completion of any project. 

Planning is a procedural step in project management, where appropriate and standard documents are required 

to create an intact and comprehensive project. Knowledge, skills, tools and techniques are applied to various 

project activities to meet the project requirements. Planning without management is of no use. To develop a 

successful project, different project management techniques have been widely established in the areas such as 

planning and control. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 The methodology of bringing new activities on stream and into the business forces requests on settled 

associations and requires diverse administration strategies from those needed to keep up operations normal. The 

task administration requires some procedures to follow that can be effectively executed in such circumstances, 

where organizations have limited and extraordinary new procedures. These endeavours would call for more and 

quicker choice making strategies than conceivable in an ordinary operation and settling on the right decisions 

will be discriminating to achievement of organization. 

 

 
 

 Thus the accomplishment of venture administration has regularly been connected with the last 

conclusion of the task. About whether it has been demonstrated that extend administration and undertaking 

achievement are not so much related specifically. 

 

II. SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
 The meaning of undertaking administration proposes a shorter term and more particular connection for 

achievement. For the fulfillment of the plan, the evident markers are incorporated, thereby fulfilling the 

undertaking timetable, satisfactory quality principles, and hence meeting the task objective. The various 

elements which cause’s the venture administration to neglect to accomplish this task include the following: 

 insufficient premise for venture; 

 wrong individual as task chief; 

 top administration unsupportive; 

 deficiently characterized undertakings; 

 absence of task administration systems; 

 administration procedures miss-utilized; 

 venture closedown not arranged; 

 Absence of responsibility to extend. 
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 These components would propose that effective venture administration obliges arranging with a pledge 

to finish the task; watchful arrangement of a talented undertaking supervisor; investing time to characterize the 

undertaking enough; accurately arranging the exercises in the venture; guaranteeing right and satisfactory data 

streams; changing exercises to oblige successive changes on dynamic; obliging representatives' close to home 

objectives with execution and prizes; furthermore committing a new beginning when errors in execution have 

been distinguished. 

 

III. PROGRAMMING OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES 
 Different methods are imposed upon programming improvement with the point of making 

programming improvement more unsurprising and more useful. Consider a strategy which basically contains ten 

essential components that are: extend values, methods, groups, instruments, exercises measures, deliverables, 

quality measures, abilities, parts. 

 

 
 

 A particular technique is required depending on the task size (number of individuals being composed), 

the criticality of the frameworks being made and the needs of the task. For any point in the size/criticality space, 

an extent of concerns to address is chosen (which extend parts, exercises, deliverables, furthermore benchmarks 

to cover) and streamlining criteria are chosen. Approaches accordingly contrast by the size, criticality, scope and 

advanced quality. A bigger procedure (with more control components) is required when more individuals are 

included. Correspondence load raises as the quantity of individuals included increments. Since procedure is a 

matter of facilitating the individuals and dealing with the correspondence, its size must likewise climb, as the 

number of parts and deliverables sort increment. 

 

IV. IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 Given an acceptable refinement between the task and venture administration it would infer a necessity 

for a comparing qualification between the people in charge of achievement in both zones. The main 

consideration for the fruitful execution of undertaking administration is that the venture director and group turn 

into the point of convergence of integrative obligation. This would propose that the centre for accomplishment 

in both circles ought to lie with the task administration group and would have a tendency to avoid the customer 

from any part in undertaking achievement, negating the prior declaration that the early choice making on a task 

directs achievement. The customer is in charge of these choices and consequently has an imperative part in 

deciding achievement. The fruition of a task obliges data from a mixed bag of gatherings including the 

customer, the task group, the guardian association, the maker and the end client. Each one gathering has a part in 

characterizing and deciding achievement. They all have particular assignments and obligations that they must 

satisfy in request to attain achievement. 

 

V. RELATION BETWEEN PROJECT AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
 It was proposed prior that there is a cover between venture administration and ventures, in that the 

previous is a subset of the recent. Yet disarray does exist between the two in practice. This perplexity could have 

emerged on the grounds that of three components: 

 

 Time frame 

 Project achievement is regularly remarked on at the end of the task administration stage. At this point 

information about the venture administration achievement will be known on the grounds that the monetary 

allowance, timetable and quality criteria can be measured. Here each of the gatherings will have the capacity to 

contrast unique information necessities with what is accomplished. 

 Regarding quality norms it could be observed by the measure of revamp or by the level of customer 

fulfillment. The long haul markers won't have been acknowledged yet and therefore they can't be measured. 
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Subsequently, it is advantageous to judge achievement at this point by whether the undertaking administration 

criteria have been fulfilled instead of the venture criteria. So venture administration achievement gets to be 

synonymous with venture achievement, and the two are connected. 

 

 Failure of objectives 

 The goals of venture achievement also extend administration achievement are regularly interlaced. 

Rather than plainly distinguishing the two as partitioned bunches they are demonstrated to be a solitary 

homogenous set. In view of this absence of qualification the two sets of targets are seen to be corresponded. 

Case in point 'finish to plan' may be set nearby "gainfulness" as targets. Plan is fundamentally a venture 

administration issue, yet gainfulness is an undertaking target. To recommend that a customer prompts an 

undertaking just to see it finished to plan lessens the criticalness of the venture destinations. 

 

 ROLE OF PLANNING 

 Project planning is part of project management, which relates to the use of schedules such as Gantt 

charts to plan and subsequently report progress within the project environment. Initially, the project scope is 

defined and the appropriate methods for completing the project are determined. Following this step, the 

durations for the various tasks necessary to complete the work are listed and grouped into a work breakdown 

structure. Project planning is often used to organize different areas of a project, including project plans, 

workloads and the management of teams and individuals. The logical dependencies between tasks are defined 

using an activity network diagram that enables identification of the critical path. Project planning is inherently 

uncertain as it must be done before the project is actually started. Therefore the duration of the tasks is often 

estimated through a weighted average of optimistic, normal, and pessimistic cases. The critical chain method 

adds "buffers" in the planning to anticipate potential delays in project execution.  

 

 
 

 At this stage, the project schedule may be optimized to achieve the appropriate balance between 

resource usage and project duration to comply with the project objectives. Once established and agreed, the 

project schedule becomes what is known as the baseline schedule. Progress will be measured against the 

baseline schedule throughout the life of the project. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The conclusion is that to make the venture administration group completely in charge of achievement 

would give off an impression of being improper and that the customer ought to take an expanded enthusiasm 

toward the improvement and utilization of the undertaking. Hence, for a task to be effective there must, in the 

first place, be an enhanced valuation for the part of task administration inside ventures, and this part must be set 

inside the connection of a more extensive extend close by other outside criteria what's more long haul desires. In 

this paper it has cover passageways between tasks and venture administration and the perplexity that can emerge 

from the normal utilization of these terms. It has additionally endeavoured to highlight how the goals of an 

undertaking and venture administration are distinctive and how the stress of venture administration is towards 

accomplishing particular and transient targets contrasted with the more extensive points of an undertaking.  
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